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1. Purpose 

For the organization that applied for the validation / verification of GHG or CFP need to have basic  

understand on the validation and verification major step. 

 

2. Scope 

Applicable to each organization to apply for the validation and verification of GHG or CFP. 

 

3. Validation and verification application 

When the client organization decide to manage the GHG or CFP, firstly to build the management 

system and procedure on GHG or CFP, secondly to finish the GHG inventory & report or CFP study 

report. After the previously procedure and system and document fulfill the related GHG or CFP 

standard, client could apply for validation or verification by ARES.  

 

4.Validation and verification major step. 

The step definition refer to ISO14064-3: 2019. 

 

4.1 Client could enquire ARES through the telephone, letter or interview about validation and 

verification procedures and relevant information. 

 

4.2 Pre-engagement 

4.2.1 Client is requested to  fill out the ARES form ARES-VF-01 《GHG verification application 

form》 or ARES-VF-01-2 《CFP verification application Form》or ARES-VF-01-3 《GHG verification 

application Form, MOENV program》 and send the application form with all requested files that listed 

in content of form , to ARES marketing department. 

4.2.2 ARES internally assign the reviewer on each GHG or CFP application, to review if ARES is 

capable (including ARES verifier capability) to implement the verification on each application.  If 

ARES cannot accept the application, ARES would explain the reasons to client. 

After ARES internal review and judge (including the cost calculation of each validation and 

verification application) to approach the application, ARES marketing department quote to client. 

Once client accept ARES quotation, it will go to next step named engagement   

 

4.3 Engagement  
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ARES will sign  ARES-VF-03 《Verification contract》 or  ARES-VF-03 -2 《Verification contract, , 

MOENV program》with client .  

4.3.1 Within one week prior to ARES verification team implement the verification planning stage for 

verification risk assessment, the organization shall pay the verification cost by wire transfer or check 

transfer to the financial department of ARES.  

 

4.4 Verification planning Stage 

ARES Verification team do verification strategic analysis, risk assessment, develop the evidence- 

gathering plans and verification plan. If necessary, verification team arrange site visit to client site to 
obtain data and information for the risk assessment. 

 

4.5 On-site verification Stage 

ARES Verification team conduct the on-site verification according to the verification plan, and conduct the 

evidence-gathering activities according to the evidence-gathering plan. Main purpose of on-site verification: 

Verify that the GHG or CFP inventory evidence and data all meets the requirements of the relevant 

specifications and assurance level, include Data quality & uncertainty. If there is any non-conformity 

during on-site verification, the verification team shall issue the non-conformity item and ask client 

confirm if non-conformity could be corrected and provide the corrective measures with evidence 

within 15 days.   

 

4.6 Verification completion 

ARES Verification team finish the verification report with verification opinion. After all the 

corrective measures are replied from client and reviewed by ARES verification team. the draft 

verification report will be made and the draft verification opinion will be concluded by lead verifier.  

ARES internal independent reviewer to review whether the evidence provided by ARES verification 

team is sufficient and appropriate to support the draft verification opinion, and all significant issued 

identified by ARES verifier be resolved with sufficient evidence. After the independent review, the 

ARES verification opinion type is finally decided. 

 

4.7 Issuance of opinion 

After decision be made in ARES to issue the verification opinion with a certain type, ARES prepare 

and press the verification opinion document to client with ARES general manager signature on it.  


